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Thesearchfor a transuranlumelementcomponentof cosmicradiationhasbeen
carriedout in highaltitude balloonexperimentsbyPrice,Fleischer,Walker
andFowler.Weshowthat thetrappingof highZelementsonorbits in the
Earth'smagneticfield mayleadto a sufficient enhancementof the intensity
of particle flux to makeit possibleto detecttheseelementsby satellite
experiments.Calculationsarepresentedthat predictthebehaviorof trapped
particlesasa functionof thepredictedflux andenergydistribution of highZ
elementsincidentontheEarth'smagneticfield. Techniquesaresuggestedfor
thedetectionof suchparticles. In addition, thepossibility of productionof
transuraniumelementsin therecentlydiscoveredpulsarsarediscussed.

Oneof the most interesting developments in

nuclear physics during the past decade has been

the prediction by nuclear stability theorists

of the possible existence of relatively long

lived nuclei with atomic number around 114--

isotopes of the so-called superheavy elements.

This possibility has prompted physicists and

chemists to institute a search for them in

(a) naturally occuring materials such as ores

and meterorltes and (b) as a small fraction

of the cosmic ray flux. Pioneering balloon

experiments by Price and Fowler (1-5) have

resulted in the detection of one or two parti-

cles which may have Z > 92. The purpose of

the present paper is to explore the possibility

that transuranium and superheavy elements may

remain trapped by the earth's geonmgnetic field

for appreciable periods of time. It is shown

that if detectors are flown abroad satellites

in the regions in which such a "holdup" of

particles occurs the counting rates may be

greatly in excess of those possible in balloon

experiments. The orbits where elements of

various energies would be trapped are described

and a detection scheme is suggested.

It has been shown (6) that perturbations in

the cosmic ray flux at the earth could be pro-

duced by pulsars. The theory that nuclear

events taking place in pulsars could lead to

the creation and acceleration of superheavy

nuclei has als0 been discussed in recent

papers (7,8). If these theories are correct,

it is possible that nuclei with half lives as

small as 104 years, originating from pulsars,

could be detected and the sensitivity of

detection increased by searching with satellite

borne detectors in regions of the geomagnetic

field calculated on the basis of particle

trajectories.

"SUPERHEAVY" ELEMENTS

The presently popular unified theory of

nuclear stability combines features of the

charged liquid drop model of the nucleus (used

for many years to explain nuclear fission in

both qualitative and quantitative terms) and

the shell model of the nucleus, by which the

nuclear potential of individual nucleons can

be computed--the nucleons being arranged in

quantum orbltals similar to the more familiar

electron orbitals which determine atomic

structure (9). Out of this theory has come a

set of predictions, based in part on known

nuclear properties of isotopes, which indicates

that the decline in nuclear stability with

increasing atomic number that is observed

with the known chemical elements will be

reversed if so-called ',superheavy" elements

could be created. The hypothetical superheavy

elements constitute a region of exceptional

nuclear stability believed by most theorists

to center around atomic number 114. The atomic

number 114 is computed to be a "magic number"

or closed shell of protons. Additional nuclear

stability in this region is afforded by a

predicted closed neutron shell of 184 neutrons.
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Consequently, the isotope with atomic number

114, neutron number 184, and derived mass

number of 298 is doubly magic and should be

remarkably stable. "Stability" here really

means resistance to decay by spontaneous

fission, and this mode of decay would be over-

riding in the absence of any stabilizing

influence of the closed nucleon shells. In

the case of the half life of the isotope

298114, for example, its half llfe for spon-

taneous fission is predicted to be 1020 years,

whereas empirical extrapolations of the spon-

taneous fission half lives of known trans-

uranium isotopes would indicate that the

spontaneous fission half llfe of 298114 should

be vanishlngly small. If exceptional stability

toward spontaneous fission is accepted, at

least in principle, then other possible modes

of decay must be considered for any given

isotope to determine which is controlling.

The results of such a study are shown in

Figure I, which is the work of C. F. Tsang

at the University of California, Berkeley (I0).

From the figure it can be seen that the

isotope with Z=II4 and N=184 is stable against

beta particle decay, but has a half life of

only about one year for alpha particle emission.

From an overall viewpoint, the isotope with

Z=llO and N=184 is optimally stable, having a

net half life of the order of 108 years when

all modes of decay are taken into considera-

tion.

THE OCCURRENCE OF SUPERHEAVY

ELEMENTS IN NATURE

Such theoretical considerations have prompted

several experimental physicists and chemists

to institute a search for trace quantities

of superheavy isotopes in naturally occurring

materials. They have followed one or the

other of two lines of reasoning. First, if

one assumes that superheavy elements can be

created by the same nuclear processes that led

to the known elements (primarily the r-process

in Type I supernovae for heavy elements),

then these elements should be present in exceed-

ingly small concentrations in minerals which

contain large proportions of elements chemically

homologous to the superheavy element being sought,

provided that the half llfe of the superheavy

isotope or isotopes is of the order of 108 years--

long enough to have survived the period of time

that has elapsed since the creation of the

elements of the earth. The search based on this

hypothesis has been intensive but inconclusive

(n).
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SUPERHEAVY ELEMENTS IN COSMIC RAYS

The second possibility is that superheavy

isotopes are being formed in cosmic nuclear

processes of more recent vintage than the

events which led to _he creation of the solar

eystem, and that cosmic rays should contain a

small proportion of such isotopes. This llne

of thinking has been further stlmulated by

the remarkable work of P. B. Price, R. L.

Flelscher, and R. M. Walker, and associates

at the Ceneral Electric Research and Development

Center and Washington University (Price is now

at the University of California, Berkeley) and
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P. H. Fowlerandhis groupat theUniversityof
Bristol, England(1-5). Thesegroupshave
collaboratedonseveraloccasionsto measure
thechargedistributionof heavycosmicrays
in a seriesof balloonflights overtheUnited
States. TheAmericangroupcollectscosmic
ray tracksin stacksof plastic sheets,while
theBritish workersusenuclearemulsionsheets
for recordingthetracks. Sincethe twomedia
arearrangedcontiguouslyin theballoonflights,
a heavycosmicraytrackrecordedin onemedium
typically will alsoberecordedin theother,
permittingcorrelationof theresponsesobserved.
Asshownin Figure2, thecorrelationof cosmic
rayatomicnumbers(Z) asmeasuredin plastic
sheets,versusthevaluesobtainedfor the same
cosmicraysin nuclearemulsionis verygood,
exceptfor oneeventwith Z_ lO0--themost
interestingevent(4,5). Usuallyonlytracks
whichpentrateall sheetswereacceptedfor
measurement.Measurementof thetrackspro-
ducedin thesheets,hasresultedin the
histogramshownin Figure3, takenfromrefer-
ence(5) representingtheresultsof two
balloonflights in 1968. Theoneeventshown
at Z=I04(in emulsion)is assigneda chargeof
92in Lexanand93in cellulosetriacetate.
It wasregisteredin all threematerials(the
onlytrack soto befoundandexamined)with
essentiallyauniformresponseandits velocity
wasdeterminedto beat least0.92c. Price
et al postulatethat this particle wasmore
likely a long-livedisotopewith 96_._.Z__.98
ratherthanwith II0_.Z__.IIS.Thatis, it
probablywasanisotopelike 247Cmor 244pu
ratherthanasuperheavyisotope. Thebest
valueassignedis Z_96,_0.95, buthigher
andlowervaluescannotberuledoutcompletely.

RELATIVEABUNDANCEOFVERYHEAVY
COSMICRAYS

Accordingto Priceet al (5), of i0I0 cosmic
rayprimaryparticlesthat passedthroughtwo
stacksof plastic sheetsandnuclearemulsion
sheets,about3x 106particleswerein the
iron group(24_Z_28). After scanning75%
of theareaof thesesheets,threeparticles
withZ>83werefound,indicatingthat less
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than one cosmic ray in 109 primaries has a

charge greater than 83. Summing the data

from the experiments, Price et al state that

(Z, 83) = 2 x 10-6, which would indicate that
Fe

cosmic rays with Z" 83 relative to the total

primary flux would be (2 x 10 -6 ) (3 x 106 ) =

lOtU

6 x i0 "I0, also equivalent to less than one

heavy particle in 109 primaries. Also use-

ful is the histogram reproduced from reference

(57 as Figure 4, which indicates that the
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absoluteflux of cosmic rays with Z>80 is

about 0.03 partlcle/m 2 day steradlan at the

top of the atmosphere.

From the data deduced above, it is apparent

that efforts to determine whether the super-

heavy elements (IIO_Z_ 126) can be found in

cosmic rays are greatly limited by using balloons

to expose plastic sheets and nuclear emulsions

to extremely small fluxes of heavy particles.

The balloons cannot stay aloft for more than

a day or two and their load-liftlng capacity

is restricted.

The following discussion will illuminate some

of the favorable aspects a satellite experiment

would have in regards to the detection of a

large number of particles.
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GEOMAGNETIC TRAPPING

The computation of cosmic ray trajectories

in the Earth's geomagnetic field has reached a

high degree of sophistication. Early work by

Stoermer (12), Lemaitre and Vallarta (13) and

others showed that the cosmic ray intensities,

measured on earth, should be a function of
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location with respect to the Earth's magnetic

poles. These theoretical calculations show

that, depending on location, there is a

"cutoff rigidity" (momentum per unit charge)

which is the lowest rigidity a cosmic ray can

possess and still arrive at a specific point

on the earth's surface. In 1961, Gall and

Lifshitz (14) proposed the temporary capture

of primary cosmic ray particles on unstable

periodic orbits in a dipole, as a mechanism

contributing to the formation of Earth's

radiation belts. _!he major sources of the

radiation belts are now believed to be the

trapping and subsequent acceleration of solar

wind particles and the decay products from

cosmic ray albedo neutrons. Other minor sources

are solar cosmic rays (either by direct injec-

tion or via albedo neutrons) or a neutral com-

ponent in the solar wind. Thus, the Gall and

Lifshitz (14) paper was not the explanation

of the radiation belts. However, their mathe-

matical analysis of the unstable periodic orbits

in a dipole field was correct. More recently

an extensive amount of work has been done by

Smart, Shea and Gall (15,16) in computation of

charged particle cutoff rigidities and special

orbit9 in which the earth'_ internal magnetic

field is represented by a Gaussian expansion

with IGRF coefficients (17) up to n=8, and

the external field due to currents in the

magnetopause and neutral sheet by the Williams

and Mead expression (18). A class of orbits

is found in these calculations in which particles

of rather high rigidity, (I-I0 BV) can remain

in the vicinity of the earth for periods of

time long compared to the bounce time between

magnetic turning points. These orbits in

which particles are held up for a large number

of bounce periods lie typically I to 2 degrees

below the normal cutoff latitude for particles

of a given rigidity. One of these trajectories

has been calculated for us by Shea and Smart,

and a portion of the trajectory is illustrated

in figure 5 for a superheavy element with Z=II4,

A=298, and an energy of 0.I BeV per nucleon

(rigidity of 1.16 BV). This particular tra-

jectory resulted in the trapping of the particle

for approximately 30 seconds, which was time for
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four complete longitudinal orbits around the

earth and 90 bounces between the latitudinal

turning points. The motion occurred at a

distance of approximately 3 earth radii.

While these calculations were performed with

computational techniques, a general picture

of the behavior of isotopes of various energies

and charge to mass ratios =an be obtained by

approximating the earth's field as a dipole.

(For high rigidity particles the earth's

magnetopause and neutral sheet have little

effect on the orbits). The location of the

orbital regions in which isotopes may be trapped

is a function of both energy/nucleon and Z/A.

However, the possible range of values of energy

is much greater than the range for Z/A and thus

one might first look for iron say, then look

for the heavier isotopes. The best orbital

region for observing superheavy elements will

be a function of the best estimate of the

particle energy spectrum. This effect is

illustrated in figure 6 where, for turning

points at_ =30 °, the location of the trapping

regions are illustrated as a function of energy

per nucleon for a superheavy isotope with Z=II4,

A=298. For comparison, the trapping regions

for iron with Z=26, A=56,

a proton, and a superheavy element

is illustrated in figure 7 for 500 MeV/nucleon

particles.

Thus, we have shown, with a detailed calcula-

tion of a trajectory, that for a superheavy

element, orbital regions exist in which the

particle can be temporarily captured by the

earth's geomagnetic field. The generalization

of this effect to other isotopes has also been

presented. Satellite detectors located in

these regions in which particles can be tempor-

arily trapped would be expected to provide a

detection capability superior to that of balloon

experiments. The degree of increase in super-

heavy element detection capability is a function

of four factors:

(i) The possibility of an interaction between

the superheavy elements and atmospheric

atoms is reduced.
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(2) An omnidirectional sensor lo_ated in one of

these regions will detect a flux several

times greater than that of an undirectional

sensor. See for example, Ray (19). This

enhancement in detection capability is

consistent with the Liouville Theorem.

(3) These orbits, which are sometimes referred

to as asymptotic to the periodic orbit,

are very close to actual "trapping" regions,

in which particles can remain until a

scattering event removes them. Thus, if

adiabaticlty is violated during injection,

or if an interaction occurs with any of

the fluctuating electromagnetic fields in

these regions, a trapped population could

be formed. The detailed mechanism by which

particles are trapped by the earth's geo-

magnetic field is still only partially

understood. Thus, the enhancement of

intensity of high rigidity isotopes expect-

ed in these regions would have, as an upper

limit, the ratio of intensity of high

rigidity protons in the radiation belts to

the incoming flux of high rigidity radi-

ation. This ratio is about I0_ The

decay products of albdeo neutrons undoubtedly

account for a significant percentage of high

energy () I00 MeV/Nucleon) trapped radia-

tion; therefore, this ratio may be too

large by a factor of ten or more. The

relative fluxes of various components of

the earth's radiation environment are shown

in figure 8.

(4) Finally, the increased observation time

possible with a satellite would make it

possible to observe a larger integrated

flux.

The instrumentation of a satellite to detect

superheavy elements and to provide for trans-

mission of such data by telemetry to an earth

station does not exist at the present time

although in reference (20), a thorough descrip-

tion is given of cosmic ray telescopes which

have been flown aboard satellites to detect

particles with charges ranging up to those in

the vicinity of iron. These telescopes could

be used to study possible trapping regions

for cosmic ray nuclei. One possibility for
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superheavy element detection would be to place

the detector sheets in orbit with a recoverable

satellite. The plastic detectors can be made

insensitive to elements in the iron group or

lower and thus screen out the very intense

light components of the earth's radiation

environment.



PULSAR SOURCES

Pulsars have been suggested as sources for

at least some of the cosmic rays (7,8). These

pulsars are thought to be "neutron stars"

which consist primarily of a neutron "super-

fluid" at a density of 1015 gms/cm 3. The

outer layers are not well understood and could

consist of either an exotic crystalline solid

or a gas. Thus, the mechanism for heavy cosmic

ray formation could be related to some evapora-

tive process. One such process was suggested

in 1949 by M. G. Mayer and E. Teller with their

"polyneutron" theory (21). If superheavy

elements are formed on or near the surface of

a pulsar, then the rapid rotation characteris-

tic of these objects, through interactions

with intense magnetic fields believed to be

connected to the object, could provide sufficient

energy to both accelerate and eject the elements

from the star. P. B. Price, etal, have dis-

missed the pulsars as possible sources of

superheavy elements because the solid portion

of the crust of a neutron star is thought to

consist mainly of iron. Such a conclusion may

be premature as there is no direct experimental

evidence on the composition of the neutron

star. The only well known facts are that they

are very dense, rapidly rotating objects which

are releasing large amounts of energy.

An analysis of the possible contribution to

the general cosmic ray flux by discrete pulsar

sources has been carried out by Lingenfelter (6).

His calculations included considerations of the

age of the pulsars, their distance from the

earth and diffusion in the interstellar medium.

He finds that the pulsar PSR 1929+10, which is

only 0.14 KPC from earth and is estimated to

be only 6 x 104 years old, could be influencing

cosmic ray flux at the present time.

Other, older pulsars are also found to be a

possible influence on the cosmic ray flux.

CONCLUSIONS

We have attempted to show that it would be

advantageous to search for temporarily trapped

isotopes with satellite experiments. The

particular case of superheavy elements is

discussed and trajectories are shown to exist

on which these particles would spend a con-

siderable period of time. The regions defined

by the trajectories have characteristics that

could result in a significant enhancement of

the hypothesized superheavy element component

of cosmic rays, compared to that detectable

in balloon experiments. While the percentage

of superheavy elements in the geomagnetic

trapping regions may be very small, the ability

to build a detector that is insensitive to

charges in the iron region or lower makes it

possible to search for these elements without

interference by the much more intense proton

or alpha particle fluxes. The degree of increase

in counting rate possible (compared to _ balloon

experlment) is estimated to be between a factor

of 103 and 104 .

A satellite search for superheavy elements

is made even more attractive when one considers

the possibility of discrete sources, such as

the pulsars. If the lifetime of superheavy

elements is less by a large factor than the

estimated maximum half-llfe of lO 8 years, then

only nearby sources could contribute to an

observable flux. Furthermore, the flux from

discrete sources would then approach the earth's

magnetic cavity from a specific direction and

trajectories followed by these particles will

be a function of the orientation and = '-=

structure of the geomagnetic field with respect

to the source. As shown in reference (6),

sources as young as 104 years could be influenc-

ing the cosmic ray flux at the earth and thus,

a satelllte--borne experiment might permit

detection of superheavy elements with lifetimes

on the order of 104 years.

This idea is based_ at the present time, on

a number of plausibility arguments. Much more

detailed calculations would be necessary

before planning an actual experiment, especially

since the cost of recovering a scientific pay-

load from an orbit of several earth radii would

be large.
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